FEK-11ZX1-K

Fender Eliminator
2011- 2014 Kawasaki ZX-10R

PARTS LIST





Fender Eliminator Bracket
Fender Tubes
Turn Signal Mounting Plate
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<<<<<< IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THIS PRODUCT BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN >>>>>>
1) Unplug the turn signals & license plate
illuminator and remove the stock fender. Save
the hardware from both ends of the fender
tubes to be used with the Graves Fender
Eliminator.

8) Test turn signals to be sure the left signal is on
the left and the right signal is on the right.

NOTE: If using a tail light with integrated turn
signals disregard the following procedure.
2) Install turn signals on the lower turn signal
plates, making sure the left turn signal is on the
left side and the right is on the right side.
3) Replace the stock fender tubes with the short
Graves Fender tubes using the stock
hardware. Leave these loose for alignment.
4) Place the stock hardware bracket on top of the
tubes. Align the license plate holder under the
fender tubes as shown in the photo. If using
an integrated taillight, at this point use the
stock screws to fasten the license plate holder
to the fender tubes. If using Graves turn signal
mounts, align the turn signal mounting plate
holes with the license mounting bracket holes
and install the stock screws through the turn
signal plate, license bracket, fender tubes and
into the mounting hardware.
5) Align all pieces carefully and tighten all
fasteners.
6) Run the turn signal wires through the center
hole in the under tail bodywork and plug into
wiring.

.

7) Fasten license plate with stock fasteners.
The purchaser releases Graves Motorsports, Inc from all liabilities pertaining to the installation and use of purchased parts. Purchaser recognizes that any
alteration and/or modifications to the vehicle may increase the risk of injury or accident. This product is intended for Closed Course Competition Use Only
and may render the vehicle illegal for use on public roads.

